WARNINGS

1. Always make sure the brake is engaged when you are not pushing this stroller.
2. Always use seat belt correctly to avoid injury of your baby (fig I).
3. Never leave child unattended (fig II).
4. Do not allow your child to stand in or on the stroller (fig III).
5. Do not lift and carry the stroller while open with a child in it. The stroller may slip or the guardrail may come off (fig IV).
6. Do not allow anyone except baby's attendant to adjust backrest.
7. Never carry more than one child in the stroller.
8. Do not use the stroller on steep slopes, stairs, rough roads and other dangerous areas (fig V).
9. This vehicle has been designed for newborns and children of up to 15 kg if it is just used as a pushchair, if it is also used with a carrycot or a baby carrier, the weight must not exceed 9 kg.

INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR
BABY STROLLER

Be sure to carefully read this instruction manual before using the product to ensure proper use of the stroller, and keep it for future reference.
Install front wheels

Insert the end bushing into the slot situated in the center of the wheel block.

Install rear wheels

A. fit each of the rear wheel as shown: one washer, wheel, another washer, pressure washer through the metallic axle one by one and then fit the wheel cover.
B. Insert the rear wheel group into the end of the tubes of the rear legs

Adjust the height of the handlebar

Press the button situated on the center of the handle bar to adjust the handlebar's height among three positions.

To fold the stroller

A. press the folding lock button and then lift up the handlebar to open the folding lock
B. Step ahead the right side of the Red Lock, and lift up the handlebar until the stroller is unfolded as shown in picture C.

⚠️ Warning!
When seat is turn reversed to avoid stroller folded.

⚠️ Warning!
The stroller couldn't be folded when the seat is facing the handlebar.
The stroller couldn't be folded when the Carry cot or car seat are on it!
Install the seat

A. align the seat with the adaptors and press until you hear "click" sound.
B. lift up the buttons of the adaptors with one finger at each side and lift up the seat to remove the seat.

Install the bumper bar

A. install the bumper bar as diagram.
B. press the button and remove the bumper bar as diagram

Adjust the footrest

Press the buttons at both side to adjust the footrest up or down.

Recline the backrest

A. to catch hold of the belt with one hand, and push up the Adjusting Holder as shown in picture.
B. press the button situated on the center of the Holder with your thumb and pull the Holder.

Warning
This vehicle has been designed for children of above 6 month age!

If you wish to use one of the accessories with which you can equip with your chassis car seat of the Group 0+ or car seat 0+ developed for when your baby is small, pls. Operate it by following these instruction:

Carry cot

Align the carry cot with the adaptors at both side, and press until you hear "click" sound lift up the buttons of the adaptors with one finger at each side and lift up the seat to remove the carry cot.

A. press the buttons at both side to adjust the handlebar of carry cot.
B. Lift up the adjusting Holder to adjust the backrest up, press the button situated on the upper part of the Holder and push the Holder down to adjust the backrest down

Car seat

Align the carry cot with the adaptors at both side, and press until you hear "click" sound lift up the buttons of the adaptors with one finger at each side and lift up the seat to remove the carry cot.

Press the buttons at both side to adjust the handlebar of the car seat.